LEGAL INFORMATION
This sheet contains important legal information and obligatory information:
Obligatory information pursuant to Insurance Intermediary Law
ASCAIR GmbH
Bahnhofstraße 6, 82377 Penzberg, Germany
Managing Directors: Andreas Rosenlöhner, Danny Fiebig
Registration court: AG München, HR B 171119
Telephone: +49-(0)8856-80528-0
Fax: +49(0)8856-80528-29
E-mail: info@ascair.de
Web: www.ascair.de
ASCAIR GmbH is active as independent insurance broker with licence under § 34 d item 1 of the Gewerbeordnung (German
Trade, Commerce and Industry Regulation Act).
There are no participations in and by insurance companies or parent companies of an insurance company. The responsible
supervisory body is the Industrie- und Handelskammer für München und Oberbayern (Chamber of Industry and Commerce for
Munich and Upper Bavaria), Max-Joseph-Straße 2, 80333 München, www.muenchen.ihk.de. We are registered with the responsible authority and correspondingly entered in the register for insurance intermediaries under the registration number D-XTUMA7RKW-73. The registration in the register for insurance intermediaries can be monitored as follows:
Deutscher Industrie- und Handelskammertag (DIHK) e.V., Breite Straße 29, 10178 Berlin, Germany, Telephone 0180-500-585-0
(14 ct/Min from the German landline, prices may vary for mobile phone networks), www.vermittlerregister.info
We attach great importance that you are satisfied with our services. Should this on any occasion not be the case, please raise
the matter with us so that we can initiate a remedy. Otherwise the following arbitration agencies can be approached for an outof-court settlement of the dispute:
Versicherungsombudsmann e.V., Postfach 08 06 32, 10006 Berlin, Germany
Ombudsmann Private Kranken- und Pflegeversicherung, Kronenstraße 17, 10117 Berlin, Germany
Consulting, Market and Information principles
ASCAIR GmbH is continuously observing the Marine & Aviation insurance market. We wish to fulfil the wishes and needs of our
customers rapidly, efficiently and to the satisfaction of both parties. Most of our employees are themselves water sports enthusiasts who use their experience and specialist knowledge to offer you fair and high-value insurance solutions.
ASCAIR has as the specialist broker pre-selected from the market and offers exclusively own products developed with the insurers. Thereby we agree in part also the involvement of several insurers or insurance consortia, who share the risk to varying
degrees. These shares can differ according to the size and use of the vehicle involved and be restructured annually.
The new Insurance Intermediary Law obliges us to provide formalised consulting and documentation. We document on a running
basis all the relevant processes for your insurance. A documentation of routine cases and standard processes does not take
place, so that the bureaucratic additional effort is kept as low as possible. So that we can continue to act in this manner, we would
request you to signify your agreement with our procedure. With your agreement, you assist us to continue to provide you with the
specialist consulting which both you and we value.
Consulting and Broker’s Commission
Unless otherwise agreed we will be consulting you and will be receiving a commission for our brokerage from the insurance
company which will already be included in the insurance premiums.

